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“To belong is a sense of stars”
I just want to thank you for never giving up hope even when it
felt like the world was against you.

This is a collection of work that I wrote prior to winning my
first slam. I wanted to compile a book of work partly for my
audience but also partly for myself, as a way of documenting
my progression as a spoken word artist and as a person. These
poems may not go hand in hand with each other, but I rather
hope they go hand in hand with you.
I have been writing poetry since I was twelve years old but
writing specifically spoken word since I was about seventeen.
In that time, I have won slams, created residency programs,
taught workshops, published books, worked with some amazing
artists in the spoken word world and equally as talented
creators outside of it as well. It goes to show what a dash of
dedication, a pinch of passion, a hell of a lot of hard work, and
of course, lashings of good luck will get you.
In the future, I am to publish some more modern work of mine
in the form of a tangible book called “Everything is terrible”
named after a sticker I saw of a dinosaur. Hopefully after that
a tour, and after that who knows? Sometimes it is nice to take
the world a day at a time.
- Alex Vellis
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Around the Table
My best friends and I
are sitting round the table
My best friends and I
are drinking round the table
My best friends and I
are singing round the table
My best friends and I
are still drinking round the table
The table has lost it's legs
The best friends have lost there minds
The table has also lost it's mind
The best friends have also lost there legs
I have found my feet
The table is to drunk to walk
My best friends have found there feet
No, no thats my feet
My best friends have lost there tables
and the tables walk is drunk
My table is still stable
but my drink is all but drunk
The table is catching a taxi home
I am telling secrets to the porcelain goddess
The best friends are to drive to drunk
And the table is making rude remarks

My best friends and I
are sitting round the table
My best friends and I
are drinking round the table
My best friends and I
are singing round the table
My best friends and I
are still drinking round the table

Boys & Girls
You’re my whole world, the boy said to the girl.
The girl smiles. Are you making a pass at me?
Shyly, the boy does his coat up a little more tightly, he says, I
might be, I like you… Do, do you like me?
The girl replies with. You excite me, you may not be the
sharpest tool in the shed but if you were a star, you would shine
most brightly.
The boy smiles, then frowns. He says.
I can’t breathe, it’s like I’m in a dream and when I wake up,
you won’t be beside me and quite frankly, that’s just something
I don’t need.
The girl pauses for a minute.
The boy’s chest ticking like a bomb, his arms are weak, he
can’t feel the bones in his knees and that thing in the back of
his throat, and he’s like Jeez.
His eyes pleading, I need you, do you need me?
The girl laughs.
The boy didn’t expect this, he dissected each tone that rolled
home as if trying to decipher his own enigma code.
But codes are for code makers.
And this heart broken heart breaker doesn’t have the smarts for
tonal linguistics.
Instead, he leans in to kiss lips.
The girl pulls away. Puts a hand to her mouth and holds the
other one down to her side.
She says Let’s play a game.
I run for the hills and you give chase, if you catch me, you get

to kiss me, if you can’t, you can’t have been that interested.
Before the boy can form a response, the girl winks and is off
like a sprinter from a gate.
The boy didn’t realise the sheer magnitude of the field they
were in nor the speed at which she could run.
He was thinking that maybe she didn’t want to be caught and
that’s why she was off.
If he catches her, does he get to keep her? A kiss is a gift but
that’s not what he wants. He wants to be able to grow old but
still act like teenagers holding hands under restaurant tables in
sixty years time.
A kiss is a gift but he wants to have a bad day from work and
come home to her where everything thing that bothers him just
falls away and she is standing there. Just as beautiful as he
remembers the first day he saw her.
A kiss is a gift but what if she doesn’t want that?
The girl was worried, she was frightened. What if she had run
to fast away? What if, he isn’t able to catch her? What if her
their first kiss would be missed and he would enlist the love of
another, someone to keep him warm under covers, someone
who wasn’t her.
How would she feel? Could she stare in the eyes and see
nothing but love with someone else.
She doubted it. Hell, it’s not like she’d never had feelings
before but before him, she believes she had never felt.
The girl slows down her pace.
The girl stops.
The boy catches up, walks to her, holds out his hand and says I

want you to take this.
The girl says There’s nothing there.
The boy says it’s just me.

Deja Connu
His hand held hers tight.
The ice cream van was playing their favourite song.
Two kids on an intercept course with each other.
Exalted, intrepid, parading.
His hand held hers tight.
Text books and love notes live in their pockets.
Two teenagers and a secret handshake.
Nervous, exploring, incessant.
His hand held hers tight.
The wonder years to dedicated degrees.
Two bodies under one mask.
Quintessential, calibrated, perturbed.
His hand held hers tight.
A rib cage can only hold so many birds before they break free.
Two nests and no offspring.
Solitary, choked, quiescent.
His hand held hers tight.
They were two pinatas dancing in the hanging tree.
Two lovers suffocating under the weight of their own breaths.
Contorted, emaciated, redistributed.
His hand held hers tight.
An empty chamber holds no regrets.
An empty chamber fires blanks.

His hand had held hers once.

Guilty Of Being White British
Hello, I'm Alexander.
And I am guilty of being white British.
"Well done Alexander, you can sit down now"
Actually I have some more things I'd like to say.
I'd like to apologise for when I slip up in sentences.
I'd like to say sorry when I speak out of line.
I'd like to ask for forgiveness when I complain about the tea not
being correctly made.
I'd like another chance not to walk like there is a pole stuck up
my bum.
I'd like start having a social life, instead of living the socialites
life.
I'd like to have a president or an emperor or someone who is
not a royal.
I'd like to not pretend I am middle class when I am clearly
working class and all other classes need not exist.
I'd like to not go to war with other countries just because I can.
I'd like to not be considered a hypocrite.
I'd like to give money to charity.
I'd like to apologise for being xenophobic, agoraphobic,
claustrophobic and generally afraid of life.
I would really, really like to have a sunny day in England.
I'd like to stop complaining that it's too hot or it's too cold or
why is there no cloud coverage? I'll burn!!
I'd like to stop being allergic to pollen, stop being allergic nuts,
stop being allergic to summer.
I'd like to read The Times and understand it instead of looking
at the page while I sit on the train so other people sitting near

me think that I am intelligent or important or that I must be a
business man in my freshly pressed suit.
Even though I know that they don't know that I have nothing to
actually do.
I'd like to take a breath before I start regurgitating knowledge I
was force fed at school.
I'd like to think for myself!, create by myself! And stop
collecting stamps!!
I'd like to buy something in a coffee shop without sounding
like a tosser.
I'd like a Sunday roast to be special instead of something that I
have to do.
I'd like to go out on a Friday or Saturday and not think the last
kebab at three in the morning is a good idea.
I'd like try my hand at French.
I'd like to try my hand at Spanish.
I'd like to try my hand at learning another language instead of
presuming everyone can speak mine.
I'd like to travel all over the world and not be forced in a
uniform.
I'd like Christmas to be a special time for giving and receiving.
I'd like Easter not to be "let's see who can throw up last after
eating to much chocolate"
I'd like Shakespeare to be original.
I'd like Pride and Prejudice to be a good read.
I'd like to not aspire to be Lord Byron, cos we all know he was
a bit weird.
I'd like a nation without alcoholism on the weekends.
I'd like not to be considered racist if I say yellow and Chinese
in the same sentence.

I'd like to be able to see real art instead of another unmade
fucking bed.
I'd like to not feel guilty for swearing in the last line.
I'd like to stop complaining about the NHS.
I'd like old people to have heating and warm clothes and food!
I'd like to not live in a subservient society.
I'd like not to be under the thumb.
I'd like to be able to tell people if I am angry with them instead
of finding a way to spread a malicious rumour about them
tarnishing their family name.
I'd like all these things to happen or to not happen or to be
forgiven for.
But I just thought I would get this off my chest.
So to reiterate I am sorry that I am White British.
"It's okay, Alexander. You can sit down now"

It's Time to Kill the King and Hang All of His Princes
Just tell me one last thing before you leave?
It was too late the door had slammed
And I was left to sit at the table the broken glass covering the
top like newly fallen snow.
I wanted to slam my hands down I wanted to get a reaction out
of anything.
I couldn't.
The dog howled but was silenced when I shot it a look that
could turn to stone.
It turned tail and fled.
I tried for hours after you had gone to watch the television, to
read a book to do anything.
I ended up breaking every mirror in the house.
I didn't like the way I looked any more.
I tried to reform the pieces, create something new but all I
could see was myself.
I guess that's all I ever saw.
That's why I am so sick of it now.
Standing outside our house I call your name into the night,
shout until my voice gets hoarse.
Till the blood vessels burst, till my eyes bulge, till my throat
closes up.
You do not return.
The recently reclaimed from ours to my house I walk back to.
The door is locked, the television still blaring away about
things I no longer care about.
My knuckles now become my weapons as I punch and I punch
and I scream.

All the things I never got to say at the door.
Broken and bleeding, the door remains intact.
I on the other hand have broken.
Now I am locked out away from all the things that remind me
of you.
All the things that I want to be near.
It started raining when I walked away from the place we going
to raise a family.
I wanted to think it was the angels crying for us, but I knew
they were just taking pity on me.

Less Political, More Poetical
The thing about politics is
it's just a load of bollocks. It's
just a way to make simple minded idiots
swallow shit they wouldn't usually wanna hear.
You see fair listener of my verbal diarrhoea,
the scene that keeps playing is the scene insincere
of right demands and promises kept,
as the inept take steps to stop the ept
from doing the jobs that they robbed,
as the next best candidate crept
to sit in seats of parliament.
The harlequin romance
of born-again Christian truth saying combatants
incompetent, they follow through with the chomp and chew
ideals that gave them the power to talk about
the ins and outs of the half cut drudgingly screwed.
By this I mean your average Joe, the one who says if I were
there
who knows, I'd make better decisions for us all.
To stand tall and stop the war
to remove the troops and face the facts
that these acts of chips stacking against our stacks
is just the slow process that we have no guess over.
But this is your average Joe, who when given power
starts to devour the ideas that he said he'd keep close.
But that’s the thing about politics,
a quick kick in the bollocks is all it needs
to supersede it's predecessing pleas

for immunity against an already slightly
riotous youth.
The untrying ideals that kids unkindly yield
as propitious shielding shields them in steel
insisting it's not their fault, they’re only young.
That’s where politics has got it wrong,
the same dance and song of grown men gone soft,
that chat shit and make us miss the hits of our fathers fists
when they tried to find a place to live.
The whole system is out of proportion,
the corrupted extortion extorted,
the import export
jump ships to the next port.
Turn the telly on and watch the sport,
it's man on man in this once hallowed stadium,
the now arcade of the Arcadia’s empty room,
as we watch politician on politician start a slag match
so one of them can rub shoulders with top brass
in hopes they might reach to the position so sinister,
Their stake in the world as the next prime minister.
That’s the thing about politics, it’s
just a load of bollocks innit.

Misappointment
I just want to let you know that I miss you.
I miss the way your arms would hold me,
When you weren’t angry with me.
I miss the way we planned to stay all day in bed
But you never had time.
I miss the way you would tell me your secrets,
Like you don’t know why you’re with me.
I just want to let you know that I haven’t been with anyone else
I haven’t been with anyone else,
That doesn’t appreciate me.
I haven’t shared a bed with anyone,
Who isn’t pleased to see me in the morning.
I haven’t told secrets to anyone,
That didn’t want to listen.
I just want to let you know that,
Hubris isn’t an attractive trait.
I just wanted to let you know that,
I am worth something.
I just wanted to let you know that,
It took me too long to realise this.
I just want to let you know that I miss,
The family we didn’t start.
I miss,
The dogs we didn’t get.
I miss,
The places we didn’t go.
I just don’t miss you.

My Own Personal Tracheotomy

On the backs of my hands, clad in dark rags of half rolled fag
papers. A note is pencilled in. In this pencilled ink, this
parchment of promises holds the key to who I used to be. I can
see from the bars of my self-constructed prison that my
hammer and sickle sins have left me as a raggedy ann doll on a
puppeteers strings. And dance the puppeteer will make me
because god forsake me should I ever try to think for myself, I
am just a shell, the ubiquitous knell of every fallen friend.
I’m constantly feeling suffocated and berated by the temple
that you have created. The insatiable desire for frictionless fire
as you crawl under the arms that would hold you. The untold
truths that cup your ears as intransigent ideals grow like breer
convulsing under their own need weeding roots. A strangle
hold, one hand around your own throat and you are too weak to
let go, to halt the extinction of you and I. Your fingertips tell a
different story to the eyes that would vociferate that you loved
me more. Your fingertips know the score, they would score my
back like this method was your own anxiolytic. And yet here
we have it, panic attack stations as these statements of you and
I stasis stay with you. But what am I to do? Riddle me that.
Embalming the bodyFirst step at the Ibu, perfume from denial.
Second step, vital organs removed, heart kept safe for a while.
Third step, Natron infused, body bags compiled.
Forth step, shower, rinse and repeat.

Fifth step, dehydrated and stuffed.
Sixth step, wrap in linen.
Seventh step, reanimate.
On the palm of my hand, scarred in language, a marionette
dances. I pull at her strings and the hooks in her mouth make
her smile.
She dances till she dances on nothing, smiling all the time.

My Silent Soliloquy
As a slow stroll becomes a long walk.
And a long walk becomes feet bled.
While dark nights become populous dread.
And the sun sets and beckons heads to beds rest.
When fairies dance on open graves.
And honest men become working slaves.
And those depraved forget to behave.
As we watch hopefulness fade.
Friends pass and lovers ignite.
Lost roads seem to be the ones we walk.
But feasts choose thieves.
Stealing crumbs from the rich man's table.
No acts of retribution just trace venom from my lips.
That runs so coarsely down your spine across your tried skin.
When fortune favours friends.
It's guillotines across gullets or is gussets we watch behead?
Action as artillery fire a shell shocked body to desire.
The face with the stitched up eyes.
With the broken jaw and the tongue split to tip.
The bruises seething like bodies breathing.
Arms around the first to bring you to your knees.
But no surprise there provocation born to tease.
While love notes cut throats.
It's paper panic and pencilled words dramatics.
Doing dances around each other.
The mattress as your ballroom floor.
Your famous last words echo my famous last name.
when you lay down next to him.

And take his smile inside a smile so wide.
Just remember it will never be me again.
I am sick of writing these poems for you.
Not that you ever knew they were being written.
So here's my announcement to the world.
broken hearts written in hallmark cards.
Until the next time your statue is turned to stone.
You can keep to yourself and be by yourself.
I am out and I am done and I am through with you.
The kiss untold has destroyed us all.

Northstar, Guide Me Home.
I sat down by the shoreline.
The jagged jawline of the south coast.
The mouth was the half moon in the sky.
And the eyes were created by the treelines.
You sat there too, I asked if I could have you.
Keep you in my pocket.
Keep you safe for safe keeping.
I could feel you breathing,
You hand teasing the sand, forming grainy ringlets.
You ask which pocket?
The breast or the inside?
I reply and make motions to shrink you down to size.
Keep you with me always,
Squash your form.
A phrase I played with- I'm plagued with, I'm maimed with, I'm
framed in
... My name is.
This sadist has some questions he wants answered.
You get up, you hero, you heroine-legged dancer.
The night won't last forever.
You boldly walk to the cresting waves.
Wave, and dive in.
I can't swim, so, I wait by the brink.
To see if you sink.
But you don't, nor do you swim. You sing.

I sang and waded in.
Up to my neck.
You're against me and against us
is the wind.
The night disintegrated.
And re-interfaced with the suns solar-metrics.
A solar tetris game played by the night and day.
We sleep like the dead.
Me on the chair and you in my chest.
Breast pocket, I reply with.
"I'll put you in my breast pocket."
You nodded.
We leave the shoreline serene.

Old Legs
My long walks on old legs have led to a break down.
In communication and out of sync.
I find my feet, they teach me to walk again.
Like when I was younger and used to dance till the path rarely
walked was my own stage.
And the monsters kept me company.
I could hear them talking from the trees.
Watching me walking.
These cheap lungs filled with white little sticks.
Whispering to them softly.

Re: Jennie's Suicide
Jennie was a smart one,
I loved her and so did her mother.
Jennie was a smart one.
She loved all things pretty and didn't care where they came
from.
A proper intellectual and an aspiring artist,
She could paint a picture you couldn't even see in your dreams.
She could write poetry that would leave you reeling.
She was always the belle of the ball to match her brilliance.
Jennie was everybody's friend,
Right up until the end.
Jennie will always be my baby girl
And this is the story of Jennie's suicide.
Her teachers said that she never showed up to school
but they weren't worried.
Her friends hadn't seen or heard from her
But they weren't worried.
Sometimes Jennie would disappear to our despair
But she'd always come back a few days later.
No harm had come to her,
No harm had she ever known.
"A friends" she would call back when we asked where she had
been.
She was always smiling, even when they found her she was
smiling.
A blissful blue abyss, her eyes matched the water she was

found in.
The town was in an uproar over it must have been murder,
But who would want to hurt this pure and innocent little girl.
The police were in an uproar over what they must decide
Whether it was Jennie's murder, Jennie's accident or Jennie's
suicide.
She had the whole world ahead of her,
She always dreamed of being more.
I used to think I could hear her crying alone in her room
But when I asked she would say
"Oh daddy don't be silly why would I cry my life is an
adventure."
The last time I asked, the last time she said those same words,
A sadness crept across her pale porcelain skin.
The time that past when she was alone,
I don't know, I couldn't know what she was thinking,
Why her first step into a water cold didn't change her mind.
By fourteen she was more interesting and accomplished than
most.
By fifteen had body had washed up against the coast.
The year in between is when she would decide,
That twelve days after her birthday would be Jennie's suicide.

Senryu vs. Kennings

Capcom Commandos.
Delivering punishment.
Hadouken attack.

Shin shoryuken.
M.Bison diminishes.
Anabolic prick.

Synthesized triumph.
Culminated tournament?
Absolute K.O.

Singers Sing, Actors Act and Poets Poet
So when I was younger I used to write.
Just one man and a mic, that was actually a fist held high in the
sky.
Reciting words to himself in the mirror.
Using bath water steam as a pad and my pen that I always had
was in fact just my finger.
Pressed to stainless steel or to the nearest window.
Or with my hand round the tooth paste tube, scrawling
incoherent words on the bathroom tiles.
Needless to say that always removed my mum’s smiles.
So it was "ALEXANDER LAURENCE VELLIS! GO TO
YOUR ROOM, SIT THERE AND STAY!"
I always knew I was in trouble when I got the use of my full
name.
So I'd sit there, grab my pen and get my paper from the draw.
Get on my knees and sit on the floor.
Then would come the angry lyrics cos I'm thirteen years old.
The younger ones don't know.
The older ones too cold.
So I feel I've been left sitting on my own.
Sitting in a room full of stuff that I own.
Sitting in a room with a PS2, countless pairs of shoes all by the
same Nike make.
A TV shelved to the wall, enough books to fill a library,
carefully sprawled.
Across the floor, no room in this world.
Just presume that you move to prove yourself in this world.
But then the angry lyricist stops.

Fast forward five years I'm eighteen, sitting in a pub with pen
and pad on table top.
And he thinks to himself "Is this all I've got?"
Hand circles a pint.
Hand circles a cider and black.
It's the middle of the day and I am waiting for my mate to come
back.
But I'm still writing.
Still linking words together in sporadic rhyme.
Looks like I've got stuck on another line.
"I'm a hard drive and bar fly that flies by doing linguistic drive
bys."
What next? What does that even mean?
My friend opens the door.
"What ya doin’ there?"
As I flip my sketch pad back to page twenty four.
Just working on my lettering.
The pen back to graff pages.
No one wants to know a poet when you have got artists of all
ages.
The constant pestering of "Oh, can you do my name in graff?"
I want to take this pen and take this pad, stab the pen in his
back and shove the pad up his ass.
Shout NO! But I don't.
So I say yeah sure, I'll do it later.
No one wants to know a poet who he himself knows it but can't
even tell his closest friends cos he thinks he'll blow it.
The next rounds mine.
I've got no pence let alone pounds to rub together.

Two coins in a wallet that says genuine leathrer.
A farthing and a franc from a time that no one remembers.
My mates getting impatient.
Sees the look on my face of blatant disappointment.
He gets up and walks to the bar pulls out his wallet, takes out
his card.
"One cider and black and I'll have a Kronenberg"
He says in a voice that by the end of the night will be slurred.
He shoots a winning smile at an unimpressed bar maid.
A previous lay, last one on his mind.
"You know the kind"
The one you never call.
Well she works at our local.
She was always happy.
Till that preppy cock called Freddy
My mate who drinks steady got in her pants.
I'm well jealous of Freddy.
This ever ready cold hearted lady killer.
Don't know why, hell I don't even like the guy.
He's the sort of guy you could throttle.
Well, only if you have the bottle.
Shout in his face NO! But I don't.
Speed up time, I'm now twenty two.
I'm still writing.
A lot has changed in four years.
After a lot of pain and a lot of tears, I explained.
That I am a writer.
I had a brief battle with an alcoholic fighter and a drug addict
called Alex.

Alex the drug addict.
I wanted to be Alex the writer, so now I am Alex the writer.
The tongue twisting lyrical master.
Like a lexicon sensei crossed with a complete bastard.
A painter with a brush made of bone and paint made of blood.
A sculptor who used axes to carve his own name into his own
hands.
Like I said a lot has changed.
Freddy’s dead.
He died in a car crash.
At his funeral, my poetical début.
I read for him.
If the dead could rise.
He would have laughed from his stomach to his thighs.
With hindsight Freddy wasn't such a bad guy, just a bit of a
cock.
So now I am a successful writer, supposedly.
A dozy poet that knows that he doesn’t know if he's good.
All I know is passion.
The first thing needed for a well oiled machine.
Well that and technical knowledge.
Technical knowledge picked up after years of ducking college
and skipping school.
The boy who played the fool, now hoping the fools will pay to
see the play he wrote.
After years of long nights that he's tailored to.
Long nights, dark skies and power cuts at the worst times.
Proof that you should back up your work.
The pen and pad evolved to
A laptop and a glass of wine.

Naturally in the most poetic way,
Everything is written by candle light.
It's five to nine on a Saturday night.
If Freddy were alive he'd be living it up, so to speak.
But he's not and Jeff is coming over.
He's my new best mate.
Sophisticated in an eccentric sort of way.
Maybe a little autistic.
It's plausible the amount of time he spends inside, hiding from
the light.
Jeff too is a writer.
He writes about strange content.
The constant nonsense travelling through his wind pipe to his
voice box.
Like throwing up on a sunny afternoon in a park full of
monsters.
I don't personally understand it.
He says it's about the oppression that leads to depression that
spawns the under handed.
I smile.
He goes back to planning the rest of his outstanding plans of
civilised domination.
Tea at noon then bring forth the firing squad.
Jeff and I drink wine together.
We write sonnet lines together.
We talk about guys together.
The one day I realised we never talk about women.
So I said to Jeff, I said "Who was the last bird you slept with?"
He looked at me in a peculiar manner.
And for a moment we just stood there.

Then he stepped towards me.
And said "Oh are you not gay then? I thought you were just
playing hard to get!"
Hard to get?
I didn't think I gave off that air.
Now don't get me wrong, I'm not homophobic.
It's just a bit weird when your best friend says he wants to suck
your dick.
Honestly I'm flattered.
Not interested but flattered.
A little disheartened all this time I thought he was looking at
me in awe when he was actually just looking at me with come
to bed eyes.
Surprise, surprise Jeff felt uncomfortable and made excuses to
leave.
So once again I lost my best friend.
So I grabbed my pen.
Got the paper from the drawer,
Got on my knees and sat on the floor.
No longer a thirteen year old with angsty lyrics,
A twenty two year old,
Older and bored.
No shoulder to cry on as it just walked out the door,
So I go to sleep.
Even in my dreams I don't quite fit, I couldn't even play the
villain, I was just the side kick.
Take the world over, no just follow orders.

So my imaginary man made up in my mind is stealing the
world and getting the girl.
While I'm back in anysmalltown, USA patrolling borders.
So I wake up and I am sixteen.
Sitting in a park with my mates.
Drinking K cider till it starts getting late.
The lights beginning to fade and I need to get home cos there’s
food to be made.
But I'm pissed up.
And my mum will be pissed off.
"What do you call this? You're gattered again!"
That's not what she says, it's just how I imagine her saying it.
Laying it on thick.
Like I'm a dick for coming in pissed on a school night.
THE INJUSTICE OF IT ALL!
So I stay out, stay round a friends.
Wake up hung over and manage to get into school just as it
ends.
I was sixteen, what the hell was I thinking!
I should've been at home studying but instead I was out
drinking.
So lets call this guy Mr alcoholic fighter.
One of the many parts of the psyche making up this writer.
I'm actually twenty three as I'm writing this, but I am still
writing.
I just wanted to pick up my pen and put print in my pad.
See I've worked out after all these years of hidden writing.
After starting off as a one man band in my bathroom.

After slipping up on more lyrical content and tubes of empty
tooth paste than a cartoon.
If life is a stage then call me an actor.
It'll be the last placid act captured of a man by his captors.
Sometimes we put too much stress on the words we use.
And sometimes they're not all that important.
Remember if life is a stage then its just how we perform them.

Stanley Monopoly and the Venetian Snapping Turtles Incident
I'm better ready to stand steady and bet heavy,
On poker hands money plans and drinking bans.
Tuxedo suits laced up boots the body guard brutes,
Eyes singing GET FIGHTED!! GET FIGHTED!!
The spin, spin of the roulette wheel
Against the please, please just one more deal.
The doubles or nothings on obvious bluffings,
With the huff, huff huffings of the smokers puff, puff puffings.
Smoke plumes and absinthe spoons stand full in betters blooms
With chips trips to hip ships while quick wit splits lips
And tidbits of top tips give bliss a quick piss and then back to
games of hit or miss.
As the carpet burns colour red and the counters count, head by
head,
The room is silent. As the King and Queen of Spades march on
through,
Just to be taken back to point by a pair of sevens with an ace
kicker.
Slicker, slicker the cards slide to the table quicker, quicker.
Money making moves meeting maker’s misfortune.
Debt debating whose worth chasing or if it's worth even being
created.
To stand in line emaciating the litigations of saluted salutations.
Now I start tracing tracks of fast paced facts and stacking
stacks of chips to act
Accordingly to choose the path I choose to last and make my
mark gaining cards.
I sweat the guess of the cards I see next and take to test of the

opponents best.
Bluff, bluff. Now that's tough playing the rough stuff against
top gruff
And ‘nuff love with hands cuffed, the skins sloughed, they're
well fucked.
Aces unfold, Pocket pair. My face says nothing but vacant
stare.
And the players make there moves to stay and play and choose
to lose.
Here comes the flop on table top and move the props of empty
stock,
As raises made watch players fold and things untold of what
the cards behold.
Chips don't lie, no chips don't lie.
And piled high the centre beckons my cards are strong I can't
be wrong the game is mine!
And stand in line the things you'll find from time to time
watching as players use glares to dine.
The King at top with all in throws I match the bet and here it
goes.
My cards turn over, my aces weep as pocket kings lay at my
feet with only one card kept in safe.
My bated breath starts to escape and fear and beer cry from my
pores as the ever ending draws,
And smile meticulous creeps out about and all around as the
last card has to choose.
Who is to win and who is to lose.
A thud like thunder clapping above my head as the cards have
chosen who is laid to rest,
And out from under a little weep as my cards stand back to

their feet I show no mercy grin upon my face,
While his kings are off to waste an ace smiles up as the last
card and I am the one who has won at last.

Talking with Impossible Gods

I think I've known beauty.
I've seen it, or rather, it's seen me.
Looked clean through me,
like I wasn't even there and
I realised that, that I wasn't beautiful,
I wasn't beautiful at all.
As this perfectly flawed portrait of a human
train wreck stared straight through me.
Me, in my suit, in my seventeen pound fifty
knock off Ray bans, in my sneering expression,
in my tie too tight for my collar, in my throat,
in my skin, in my shirt that shows I made money once,
in my utter disbelief that anyone could see me as different.
As anyone could see me.
But she saw me, or rather, she didn't.
This car crash creature, this journeys end,
this ball of rags, this choke at the back of the throat,
this skin and bone bag of hallowed disappointment,
this no more second chances.
Didn't even acknowledge I was there,
She just carried on walking.
I think I've known beauty once.
I've seen it, or rather, it's seen me.

I used to call you baby,
you remember that?
You told me you remembered that once.
I would hold you, play with your hair
while you sleep, eclipse light from your eyes with my body
hovering above yours,
create our language in our sweat, have it punctuate itself
as it takes different routes across hairs, streaming towards each
other.
You were the atoms that created me and I became
the spaces in between.
You were the words I could never say,
the stutter that broke when asked if I gave you a nickname,
the cracks in my lips from the cold, the ink, stained in my
pocket,
the needle between my toes.
You used to say that I was the smog you choke on,
the stuff you can't escape as it is everywhere.
And I used to argue that you never tried.
You used to tell me that I was the same demon
that only an empty bottle could hold.
And I would tell you to stop drinking.
You used to scratch at me, the same way you would
claw your skin off, just hoping to get to the creatures
that would burrow underneath.
I used to call you baby,
do you remember that?

Have you ever seen nothing?
I was told that's how I see.
How I have always seen, ever since
I was young.
I would go and sit beneath the tree,
in my back garden, staring at it.
My parents thought I was appreciating the beauty of nature,
the truthfulness that comes with being a complex series
of organic ones and zeroes, the envy that is instilled
within anything that is born into a static existence.
I only saw a tree.
And at that age, I wasn't even sure what it did.
My parents thought I would grow up to be a great thinker,
an artist, a writer, a musician, they thought,
they thought I was destined for greatness, that great things
would come to me, envelope me, strive to be the
materials my fingertips would weave from greatness to
legend and from legend into fact.
They would think that I was good, at a very base level,
that although mistakes would be made, as is the essence
of age and the make up of wisdom, they thought I was
inherently good.
All I saw was me.
No depth, no grand designs, no guilt about torn latex,
no fear, no falter, no matter.
Have you ever seen nothing?
I was told that's all I've ever seen.

Tell Me, Doctor

Tell me doctor "How much longer must I wear this mask for?"
Sometimes I would catch my reflection, staring back at me.
Sometimes it would just stare I felt like if I left the room it
would just carry on staring.
Waiting for me to come back So it can look at me.
I knew it would be there it always is.
Frozen in time.
So that my clichéd words can reverberate around my squalid
bathroom.
And it'll look like my reflection is singing.
Or that it is disappointed in me again.
"I can't believe you let me turn into you"
"I can't believe I used to look up to you"
My reflection knows me better than I know myself.
I know that if I lay down to go to sleep.
People will come and go but my reflection will never show.
I used to envy my reflection.
Now I despise it.
My reflection shows me.
Me alone.
Just me.
It was always just me.

The Atlas Girl

The boy told the girl he would hold her, support her whole
world on his shoulders
And if his legs bow he would think about how much he loved
her and his strength would push above them and his muscles
would grow.
He told her that she didn’t need to worry, that she would shed
no tears any more
And if one should slip out towards the ground, he would catch
it before it hit the floor.
He told her not to be scared of anything, that he was the knight
in shining armour
And should she be scared, he would walk through hell just to
sit down and calm her.
He told her that he loved her, he told her that his soul didn’t
exist before her and would cease to after.
But love doesn’t conquer all. The idea that it could is farcical at
best.
And her head rests against another pillow or someone else’s
chest.
She disarmed him, took off his armour and saw the bones that
lay heavy under his skin, bare and ready to be broken.
She showed him.
She carved her pain across the tip of his tongue so he could
only speak her name, hands to arthritic to write.
She showed him.
She fell asleep under the night sky they created. Stars glowed
on the roof of her mouth, holding a warning, million years

dead.
She showed him.
She left him crippled, became a member of the wanderer’s
guild, his eyes peeled back in his head.
She showed him.
But he lies awake at night dreaming of green boats and “I love
you” note bookmarks.
And he is missing her more than he cares to admit.
He is missing a part of him.
He is missing.

The Darkened Night Saga: Part One – The Amber Nights Burn
My Skin.

Kiss me kill me
hit me thrill me
miss me slay me
breathe me play me
fight me ignite me
burn me earn me
cry me try me
see before you buy me
slit me split
rip me and shit me
drive me fly me
I'm ready to be written
re-write me
sleep me dream me
ruin me scream me
run me shun me
fuck me yeah fuck me
bleed me see me

tape me rape me
I'm a slut me cut me
hurt me desert me
good bye me sigh me
release me please me
game over me cum over me
destroy me I want to be
Just like you

The Internet is My Prison

I realise that this quick eight bit talk of pixelated promises, of
LED laughter, of monitored monitoring, makes me wonder
why we have to sit computer screen at eye level and not go
outside and play in the sun and dance under the city lights.
Listen to the streets singing there song of bottle breaking barres
and careful straight concrete chords, wind whipping windows
while we the watchers watch from our safe CCTV base based
far from the place we are watching.
I'll spend all day on Facebook waiting for that person to come
online.
A quick page refresh just to test the internet waters edge see if
anything interesting has happened in the last thirty seconds.
I reckon it hasn't.... Surprise, surprise it hasn't. Surprise,
surprise the last nights truths and lies of whatever may or may
not have gone on have come out strong on Facebook's ever
ready information Highway to Nowhere.
Know where I can get a graphics card to play a game that will
never be supported by anyone else "The Game Of Life: Erotic
Edition" the last game to be played while I'm in the computer
condition.
Conditioned and re-editioned, the Internet is my prison, No
four walls or bars on the windows just apathy crazed teens and
badly made decisions.
The Internet is my prison.
"I want out I want OUT!!" But it's pretty hard to escape when
it's your hands holding you down, your typing digits, typing
digits.

Typing the last thing you said to the last person you met the last
night you left the computer screen alone.
"I'll add you on Facebook yeah? What's your name again,
That's so weird mines the same, we should be friends" No
chance in hell if the accept you'll ever speak to them again.

The Last of Our Kind

I spent my time dancing like castanets were attached to my
knees, the breeze from the reeds kicked up by the sea, see me
off down the path towards them.
Engorged by them, capillaries break like cresting waves on
predestined days designed to let the storm in.
But this heart can't beat the way it did before him.
So, it ignores him.
Scores out the arterial disappointment of hypoxaemia by saying
"I'm just catching my breath"
Even if it means the death of all the good in me.
She grinds my bones to dust, with the lusting untrusting curse
of her eyes.
Ataxia graded, hip shaking ground movements improving the
distance between us.
She has seen us from all angles, wrapped in star spangled
banners that ban her from complaining about the south.
Even after the colonisation of her homeland, she still goes
home and claims to be the proof that her roots existed.
Her mother tells the same stories.
Her father bores himself to drink and pores himself a drink.
She draws art in the night sky and reads trite lines of poetry
from when she was fourteen and didn't know if it would
become the tree from the seed she had seen planted in scenes of
her dreams.
But it grew, as all art should.

And now she is oak chested, and sky resting, and life tested
proof!
That when the good in you dies, you find another good.
We are the lovers,
The last of our kind.

The Little White Stick
I made my last bank transfer to lung cancer.
I applied just enough money to a pack of little white sticks, one
pack of asphyxiated nicotine.
My last pack then I quit.
My last pack then I quit.
My last pack keeps playing in my head like a broken record,
perpetually knocking out the same old beats.
My last pack or my heart packs in.
In a typical twist of fate, I no longer want a cigarette. So I twirl
it like a baton on the fingertips of a majorette.
Spinning it wildly like this is some sort of skill I can be paid
for. That’s years of practise, turning a curse into a skill.
That little white stick that you put in your mouth.
All I can think of is the impotence.
Never affected my parents, never affected yours.
“I’ll have one pack of impotence and a slow painful death my
good sir.”
It’s always one last drag, one last puff, one more toke.
But I can feel my chest collapse, my heart deflate and my will
relapse.
I’ve just made my second to last bank transfer to lung cancer.

The Lost Ones Keep Laughing

Her hands were clasped tight as if she were keeping all her
demons locked into her chest.
She never did let them go, she never could relinquish all that
anger.
She would throw herself around like a hanging rag-doll caught
in the wind.
With no reflection to call her own, she would sit and stare at
mirrors.
Touching up a spot of make-up here, reconstructing the face of
a man she had never met before there.
Adding designs and re-designs and resignation to a mind that
was mindful, demure and numb.
She would spend hours singing songs that her voice had never
recognised as her own.
A concerto of cataclysmic consciousness, a cacophony of
catastrophic contradictions.
An orchestra perpetuating paradigms, perplexing proposed
poison.
She was all her own.
A dream to be happy.
Like an oil lamp tasked to illuminate a cavern, she was never
going to succeed in this life.
Her heart hurt and she had, had enough.
Now she lives with her namesake.
Now she lives and no longer just survives.

Her hands were clasped tight like she was holding her demons
hands. Staring back at herself from the other side of the mirror.
For the first time in forever she can hear her own voice.
She is all her own.
She is her namesake.
She is.

The Mornings Come Too Soon
This is just another silent way I try to say
Goodbye
You slam a door after your scream chases me down the hall
Coming at me like a stampede
I hold my ground.... You take me down
And your back is the last thing I see
For another two weeks
I can smell the alcohol off your breath
Not that your stumble didn't give it away
You say "hey baybee.... I'm sorree baybee, I bin a damm
foole.... baybee"
It turns out I am the one who is the "damm foole" as I cradle
you in my shivering arms
"Why yu cold baybee wan' mee tooo warm yu up"
The childish look you have on your face doesn't match the
desires behind those tired eyes
The liquor has leaked into your brain
To make you think that once again you can do the same
I guess that I am to blame I take you back
And nothings changed
The next day turns to the following weeks
the kissing turns to arguments
and the laughter turns to screech
This is my silent way I try to say goodbye
My useless way to say goodbye
The plates leave there homes that they've made on the shelves

To find their new home shattering on my window sill
The glasses come in turn the mugs with happy captions about
places I've never been
Seem to want to embed themselves deep within my skull
I stumble backwards while I try to dodge your venomous
words
Stumble and catch myself in the curtain that wraps itself round
me like a serpent in a jungle
Tighter, tighter, tighter it's soft velvet skin embracing me
almost intimately
But you laugh and I cry so you go back to your vodka mixed
with water
We can't afford to eat but you can drink
No surprise there that's how it's always been
This is my silent way I say goodbye
My weak willed way I try to leave
My dressing gown open as the wind blows through the window
Blowing onto my bare cold legs
The almost hairs prickling in the morning breeze
And I can see the sun for the first time in what feels like
forever
Now that the curtain has fallen
Now that the curtain has fallen
I can see what I have been missing
I step toward the window of window break
My little leggy's shaking and my head to the side
I can hear the murmurs from the next door
Your waking up it sounds like the dragons I learnt about in

school
My step becomes a run and I jump towards the window ledge
..... And then falling sweet, sweet falling
A wooden home I live at now with daisies on top so mild
It would have been right if you'd loved me more mother
Because this was no way to treat a child.

Where Does the Time Go?
Where does the time go?
One day, we’ll be old.
I was excited to grow when I was young.
But with each passing year
Time speeds up, I fear
And my life is all but undone.
After my life has been trained
By a wife whose insane
But I wouldn’t trade her for the world.
Will I pack up my bags?
And leave for new lands?
Forgetting I ever had your hand to hold.
Where does the time go?
One, we became old.
As we watch each year pass,
The time does half
And I’m left at eighty,
Scared and alone.
After we have been trained by wives
And our children create new lives
Our house is no longer a home.
It’s just you and me dear
Your hand in mine, I don’t fear
The reaper

You Are My Master, You Are My Downfall

I felt the wind across my face making me pull my coat up past
my ears.
I could see the last of the winter light fade, it took no time at
all.
It was gone by the time I next opened my eyes just a blink
that's all it was.
just a blink.
And I was plunged into the night.
I wasn't afraid, I had no need.
I was sick of feeling like I was the scariest thing out there.
Sometimes it helped, most the time I just wanted to do the
dance on nothing.
I missed my teenage years, my years of no responsibility.
And now I am the monsters I used to hate.
"It's all down to you Alex, you choose your own path"
That's what they all said and fear is a powerful tool.
I can harness and I will face this ungodly planet.
Till death do us part never seemed so close to home.
And yet princess you are my creator, you are my mistress.
You are my master and you are my downfall.
Recently you've made me cry far more than you've made me
smile.
This night will last forever.
As I fall for every empty word you say.
The wind is whipping at me.
The cold night air stings as it battles my hair for supremacy
over my face.

I thought I could still taste you on my lips.
But it was the blood from my own lips.
You're a metallic noose locked around my neck.
"Tell me midnight how do you do it?"
Make all the girls scream your name.
"And princess tell me where you lay so I can place my body
next to yours"
"And Fallen how do you bring more towards you?"
Collapse my lungs and break my arms.
I'll lay my head in a hospital bed.
I'll go to sleep and admit defeat.

